Specific Anchoring and Local Translation of Poxviral ATI mRNA at Cytoplasmic Inclusion Bodies.
On-site translation of mRNAs provides an efficient means of subcellular protein localization. In eukaryotic cells, the transport of cellular mRNAs to membrane-less sites usually occurs prior to translation and involves specific sequences known as zipcodes that interact with RNA-binding and motor proteins. Poxviruses replicate in specialized cytoplasmic factory regions where DNA synthesis, transcription, translation and virion assembly occur. Some poxviruses embed infectious virus particles outside of factories in membrane-less protein bodies with liquid gel-like properties known as A-type inclusions (ATIs) that are comprised of numerous copies of the viral 150-kDa ATI protein. Here, we demonstrate by fluorescent in situ hybridization that these inclusions are decorated with ATI mRNA. On-site translation is supported by the localization of a translation initiation factor eIF4E and by ribosome-bound nascent chain ribopuromycylation. Nascent peptide-mediated anchoring of ribosome-mRNA translation complexes to the inclusions is suggested by release of the mRNA by puromycin, a peptide chain terminator. Following puromycin washout, re-localization of ATI mRNA at inclusions depends on RNA and protein synthesis but requires neither microtubules nor actin polymerization. Further studies show that the ATI mRNAs remain near the sites of transcription in the factory regions when stop codons are introduced near the N-terminus of the ATI or large truncations are made at the N- or C-termini. Instead of using a zipcode, we propose that ATI mRNA localization is mediated by ribosome-bound nascent ATI polypeptides that interact with ATI protein in inclusions and thereby anchor the complex for multiple rounds of mRNA translation.IMPORTANCE Poxvirus genome replication, transcription, translation and virion assembly occur at sites within the cytoplasm known as factories. Some poxviruses sequester infectious virions outside of the factories in inclusion bodies comprised of numerous copies of the 150-kDa ATI protein, which can provide stability and protection in the environment. We provide evidence that ATI mRNA is anchored by nascent peptides and translated at the inclusion sites rather than in virus factories. Association of ATI mRNA with inclusion bodies allows multiple rounds of local translation and prevents premature ATI protein aggregation and trapping of virions within the factory.